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Abstract
This work describes a two-step process for the electrochemical coating of reduced
graphene oxide (RGO) and polyaniline (PANI) onto an activated carbon cloth (ACC) by
cyclic voltammetry (CV). The fact that the two syntheses are carried out independently
of each other, makes it possible to select the experimental conditions for each one and to
study the electrochemical response of RGO, PANI, and PANI onto RGO (RGOPANI),
separately. Thus, by modifying the potential limits of the aniline-polymerization reaction,
it was possible to observe the influence of RGO and the maximum amount of PANI that
the carbon cloth can receive in terms of proper electrochemical response. Electrochemical
properties were characterized by CV, galvanostatic charge-discharge curves (using three
or two-electrodes symmetric cell configurations) and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS). A maximum improvement of 25%, 56% and 61% over the initial
-1

specific capacitance of ACC (about 129 F g ) were obtained for RGO, PANI and
RGOPANI coatings, respectively. Good cycling stability retaining 83% of the initial
capacitance, after 1000 cycles stability test, was obtained for RGOPANI sample.
Promising results of energy and power densities were also achieved. In the analyses by

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), the PANI-bands could be clearly
identified which is indicative of a significant presence of PANI. Field emission scanning
electron microscopy (FESEM) showed the morphology of RGO, PANI and RGOPANI
onto the ACC fibers. These analyses helped to explain the electrochemical results.
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adsorption; capacitance.
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1. Introduction
Activated carbons are of special interest due to the exceptional physical and chemical
properties that they possess, such as porosity, high surface area, adsorption capacity,
chemical stability, corrosion resistance, thermal resistance and electrical conductivity [14]. Activated woven carbon cloths are very promising materials because they provide
continuous current paths that reduce the interparticle resistance [5]. In addition, the
mechanical properties of textile materials, such as weigh and flexibility, add new
possibilities to the design of energy storage devices [6]. Supercapacitators have attracted
considerable attention in recent years because of their high power density, long life cycle,
and potential applications [5]. However, the capacitance of carbon materials is low, and
this is the reason why carbon materials are coated with pseudo-capacitive materials such
as conductive polymers. Polyaniline (PANI) is good candidate for energy storage devices
due to its ease of synthesis, environmental stability, fast redox activity and high specific
capacitance [5-23]. Graphene has attracted much attention during recent years due to its

unique electronic and mechanical properties [24], high specific surface area, high electron
mobility at room temperature and ability to sustain high electric currents densities [25,
26]. Reduced graphene oxide (RGO) not only has good electrical properties and a large
conjugated aromatic ring which can interact with porous carbon materials, but also many
functional groups that can chemically interact with conducting polymers [5]. For the
synthesis of RGO from graphene oxide (GO), several reducing agents such as pphenylene diamine [5], glucose [11], aniline [14], hydrazine [9, 17, 18] and L-cysteine
[16] have been tried. For the synthesis of PANI, persulfate salts were used to oxidize
aniline [9, 14, 17, 18]. The use of reducing agents for the GO reduction and oxidizing
agents for the aniline oxidation makes these processes more expensive, arduous, and less
environmentally friendly. Thus, electrochemical synthesis is seen as a good alternative to
the use of chemicals. Different materials such as copper foil [10], glassy carbon [10, 13,
20], foamed nickel [10], Pt-plate [10] and indium tin oxide [20] were used as base of the
graphene-PANI electroactive material for working electrodes. From a more practical
point of view, the graphene-PANI material was anchored to different substrates. The
flexibility of the substrate for electrodes has captured the attention of a number of
researchers. Thus, flexible materials such as activated carbon cloth [5, 16] or paper [6]
have been cited as substrate for working electrodes. Flexible 3D-structures of
graphene/polyaniline have also been reported [15, 16, 23] for supercapacitors.
On the basis of the above, the present work aims to modify the capacitance of an activated
carbon cloth (ACC) by electrochemical coating of RGO and PANI on its surface. Both
direct electrosyntheses were carried out by CV using a small piece of ACC as working
electrode (WE). CV, EIS, and galvanostatic techniques were used for the electrochemical
characterization of the different samples. A test-cell (Swagelok-type cell) dedicated to
the characterization of aqueous battery and capacitor systems, wired up for three or two

electrode testing, was used for this purpose. The surface morphologies and chemical
structures were characterized by FESEM and FTIR, respectively. To assess the
deliverable performance for real-life applications, the energy and power densities were
calculated from the charge-discharge curves for the two-electrode symmetric cell.

2. Experimental
2.1. Reagents and chemicals
Monolayer graphene oxide (GO) powders were acquired from Nanoinnova Technologies
S.L. (Spain). Lithium perchlorate (LiClO4·3H2O), analytical grade sulphuric acid
(H2SO4) and aniline were purchased from Merck. Aniline was purified by distillation
before use. Distillation was performed at reduced pressure in order to avoid thermal
degradation of the monomer. After distillation, aniline was stored in the dark at 5 ºC.
Ultrapure water was obtained from an Elix 3 Millipore-Milli-Q Advantage A10 system
with a resistivity near to 18.2 mΩ cm. The solutions for the CV-syntheses were
deoxygenated by bubbling nitrogen gas (N2 premier X50S).

2.2. Electrodes
The surface (3 mm diameter disc) of a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) was polished with
0.05 µm alumina and then thoroughly rinsed with water. The voltammetric study, using
the GCE as working electrode, was carried out in a conventional voltammetric cell of
three electrodes. A 3 g L-1 GO and 0.1 M LiClO4·3H2O solution was used for the RGO
synthesis. The characterization of GCE/RGO was performed in a 0.1 M LiClO4·3H2O
solution.
The company Chemviron Carbon supplied the activated carbon woven cloth Zorflex®
FM10, 0.5 mm thick with a surface density of 120 g m-2. The textile electrodes (WEs)

were prepared by cutting a 1 cm x 3 cm strip from the carbon fabric. A proper electric
contact was obtained by gluing the textile samples to 2 mm diameter copper rods, with
the tip flattened to improve the electric contact, using CircuitWorks® conductive epoxy
resin by Chemtronics®. The resin was hardened in an oven at 90 ºC and the joint was
wrapped with Teflon tape and glued with epoxy resin to isolate it from the solution. WEs
will be used as working electrodes for the RGO and PANI syntheses.

2.3. Electrochemical cells
The CV-coating onto WEs were carried out in a conventional cell for voltammetry
equipped with a Pt cylindrical mesh (6 cm height and 3 cm diameter) for the RGO
synthesis or a stainless steel cylindrical mesh (4 cm height and 3 cm diameter) for the
aniline polymerization, as counter electrodes (CE). The reference electrode was an
Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl). The WE was placed in the center of the cylinder and 3 cm2
(geometrical area) was introduced into the solution. The solution 3 g L-1 GO and 0.1 M
LiClO4·3H2O was sonicated with the aid of an ultrasound bath for 30 min for the
dispersion of GO monolayer powders. During the CV-experiments, the GO-solution was
gently stirred to avoid the precipitation of GO. The 0.2 M aniline solution was prepared
by dissolving freshly distilled aniline in 1.0 M H2SO4 solution. The electrochemical
characterization of the textile samples was carried out in a test-cell (Swagelok-type cell)
ECC-Aqu from EL-CELL. The parts of the cell that come in contact with the electrolyte
are made of fine gold and thermoplastic polymer PEEK. Two textile samples of 0.5 cm x
0.5 cm (cut from WE) were positioned in parallel on both sides of the separator and at the
same time, between the two circular gold current collector (2 cm diameter). These
samples were described as ACC/RGOaPANIb, where subscripts “a” and “b” are the
number of cycles of synthesis.

The separator is a circular piece (2 cm diameter) of glass fiber filter, 0.3 cm thick, 1.2
µm nominal pore size, soaked with 1 M H2SO4 solution. The test-cell worked in threeelectrode

or

two-electrode

symmetric

configurations.

In

the

three-electrode

configuration, a gold metal pin was the reference electrode (RE). The reference electrode
potential was -0.3 V vs. Ag/AgCl under the experimental conditions. RE was positioned
close to the separator edge in between the working and the counter electrode (current
collectors). In the two-electrode configuration, the RE-cable of the Autolab PGSTAT was
connected to that for the CE. The electrochemical performance was analyzed by
galvanostatic charge-discharge curves. The specific capacitance (Cs, F g-1) was calculated
by Eq (1): Cs = It/Vm where I is the discharged current (A), t is the discharge time (s), V
is the potential change during discharge process (V), and m is the mass of one piece of
the active material including the activated carbon cloth (g). In the voltammetric studies,
the current is expressed in terms of density current (A g-1).
All the electrochemical studies of the present paper were carried out with an Autolab
PGSTAT302 potentiostat/galvanostat. The ohmic potential drop was measured and
introduced in the Autolab software (GPES).

2.4. Surface morphology and chemical structure characterization
A Zeiss Ultra 55 field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) was used to
observe the morphology of the samples using an acceleration voltage of 3 kV. The FTIR
spectra were recorded with a spectrophotometer FTIR NICOLET 6700 equipped with a
horizontal-ATR accessory. The material of the ATR prism is cinc selenide. The spectra
were recorded at 400 scans and with a resolution of 4 cm-1.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Electrochemical syntheses of RGO and PANI
Both RGO synthesis and aniline polymerization were carried out by CV. The choice of
potentiodynamic method was due to the internal resistance of the WE. Although the
ohmic drop is measured and introduced in the software of the Autolab, a potentiostatic
synthesis provoked a fast drop of the current making the coating of a significant amount
of RGO or PANI onto the WE surface impossible. In addition, Choi [27] demonstrated
that potentiodynamically synthetized PANI shows better adherence, and optical and
morphological characteristics than the potentiostatically synthetized PANI. Different
potential limits and scan rates were selected for the aniline polymerization. Thus, a WE
was cycled from -0.12 V to 1.10 V in the 0.2 M aniline solution at scan rates of 20 mV
s-1 and 5 mV s-1. The CV-curves recorded during the PANI synthesis at a scan rate of 5
mV s-1 are shown in Fig. 1. Only at a scan rate of 5 mV s-1 it is possible to observed the
current change between 0.82 V and 1.10 V which is evidence of the polymerization
process. Nevertheless, a CV-synthesis carried out between -0.12 V and 0.82 V, at a scan
rate of 20 mV s-1 for 50 cycles, provided valuable results as discussed later in this paper.
The experiments with 20 and 15 cycles, in the -0.12 V to 1.10 V range, at a scan rate of
5 mV s-1, resulted in a massive polymerization of PANI by forming a thick layer on the
textile surface that came easily off when rinsed with the sulphuric solution 1.0 M.
Moreover, a poor electrochemical response was obtained when these samples were
analyzed in the test-cell. Because of that, ten cycles, are considered to be the limit to the
amount of PANI that is electrochemically effective.
To study the influence of RGO on the aniline polymerization, the surface of WE was
previously coated by CV in the GO/LiClO4 solution. No characteristic peaks were
observed in the CV-curves even at low scan rates (10 mV s-1 and 5 mV s-1). For that

reason, the selection of the potential range was based on a previous study (not included)
using GC and Pt wire electrodes. Figs. 2a and b show the CV-curve of the second cycle
for the GCE/RGO synthesis at the reduction potential limits of -1.80 V and -1.60 V for
20 cycles at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1. A large cathodic current wave at -1.45 V with an
onset at -0.95 V is observed. This wave is attributed to the reduction of the oxygen
containing groups (hydroxyl and epoxy groups) on GO [28]. Accordingly, a potential
range of -1.60 V to 0.60 V was chosen for the reduction of GO on WE. The effect of the
15 cycles for the RGO synthesis was tested in both voltammetric and galvanostatic
studies.

3.2. Electrochemical and spectroscopic characterization of ACC and ACC/RGO
Fig. 3a shows the CV-curve obtained for ACC at a potential range from -0.42 V to 0.52
V at a scan rate of 20 mV s-1. One pair of inconspicuous redox peaks, attributed to the
transition between quinone/hydroquinone states [11], can be seen. Its rectangular shape
is characteristic of the electric double-layer capacitance of carbon-based materials. In Fig.
3b, the charge-discharge curves for the fifth cycle, at different current densities of 1, 2, 3
and 4 A g-1, are shown. The specific capacitance was estimated in 125 F g-1 at the current
density of 1 A g-1. In Fig. 3c the enlarged voltammetric area for ACC/RGO15 can be seen,
which is indicative of its enhance storage capacity. A 30% increase in the specific
capacitance was estimated from the charge-discharge curves of Fig. 3d. In Fig.3e, a
FESEM-micrograph of ACC/RGO15 is shown. RGO structures appeared as well-packed
graphene layered structures with films that are at times folded or continuous. It is possible
to distinguish the edges of individual sheets, including kinked and wrinkled areas.

3.3.

Electrochemical

and

spectroscopic

characterization

of

ACC/PANI

and

ACC/RGOPANI samples
Figs. 4 and b show the CV-curves of first and stabilized cycles for ACC/PANI50 and
ACC/RGO15PANI50. The stabilized CV-curves show a couple of peaks, at about 0.14 V,
asserted to the reversible leucoemeraldine/emeraldine transition. This peak is absent in
the first cycle of ACC/PANI50 and very early for ACC/RGO15PANI50, indicating that the
polymerization of aniline at 0.82 V did not happen, in this case, in a meaningful way. The
voltammetric peak at 0.40 V was attributed to the oxidation of the adsorbed aniline. This
peak disappeared with the progress of the polymerization. The current peaks of the
leucoemeraldine/emeraldine transition reached values of 4.7 A g-1 and 7.5 A g-1 for
ACC/PANI50 and ACC/RGO15PANI50, respectively. Taking into account that the current
peaks corresponding to the aniline oxidation reached similar values, it is considered that
the increment of the current peak for ACC/RGO15PANI50 is due to the contribution of
RGO to the formation of a more highly conductive and electrochemically active PANI.
The Figs. 4c-d and 4e-f show the FESEM-images of ACC/PANI50 and
ACC/RGO15PANI50, respectively. The carbon surface of ACC/PANI50 appears clean,
without the presence of PANI. This result agrees with that observed in the first cycle of
CV-curves in Fig. 4a. Fig. 4e shows the RGO structure as a veil that covers the carbon
fibers of the cloth. Certain globular structures of PANI can be distinguished in the image
of Fig. 4f. These structures could be responsible of the small lump observed in the first
scan of the CV-curve depicted in Fig. 4b.
Figs. 5a and b show the CV-curves of ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10. In this case,
the

first

cycle

of

both

samples

shows

the

peak

associated

with

the

leucoemeraldine/emeraldine transition. This result indicates that the potential limit 1.10
V is high enough to provoke the polymerization of aniline on the surface of ACC. In

addition, the current peaks of the leucoemeraldine/emeraldine transition in the stabilized
CVs reached similar density current values (8.5 A g-1 for ACC/RGO15PANI10 and 8.9 A
g-1 for ACC/PANI10). Nevertheless, a broader peak is obtained for RGO sample which
suggests a higher capacitive behavior. By comparison, when the polymerization of aniline
occurs in a meaningful way at the potential limit of 1.10 V, the contribution of RGO is
less than in the previous case for ACC/PANI50 and ACC/RGO15PANI50. The Figs. 5c-d
and 5e-f show the FESEM-images of ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10, respectively.
In this case, both images show a clear layer of PANI coating the carbon fibers. Moreover,
the structure of PANI with RGO is more compact, smoother and with less pores than
PANI on bare carbon fiber.
Similar FTIR-spectra were obtained for ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10. In
accordance with scientific literature [29-40], some characteristic bands could be
associated with the presence of PANI. The spectrum for the carbon cloth is included as
reference. Thus, in the FTIR-spectra of Fig. 6 the following were identified:
The bands between 1610 cm-1 and 1640 cm-1 are attributed to C=N bonds
stretching vibration [30].
The 1575 cm-1 band is identified with C=C bonds stretching vibration in the
quinoid rings [30, 33-35].
The band centred at 1506 cm-1 is related to C=C bonds stretching vibration in the
benzenoid rings [30, 33-35].
The band centred at 1300 cm-1 is attributed to C-N bonds stretching vibration of
the secondary amines probably related to the leucoemeraldine component [30,
38].
The band at 1200 cm-1 is identified with C-N bonds stretching vibration [37].

The band at 1130 cm-1 is attributed to C-C stretching vibration in the quinoid rings
[32] although it is likely that the sulfate anion present in PANI structure
contributes to this [30].
The bands at 1025 cm-1 and 860 cm-1 could be attributed to C–H in plane bending
of 1, 4-ring [36] and C–H out-of-plane bending of 1, 2, 4 ring [30, 32, 33, 39].
The band centred at 795 cm-1 is related to N–H out-of-plane bending [40] and the
bands between 710-750 cm-1 is associated to C–H out-of-plane bending of 1, 2ring [39] or C-C out of plane bending vibration [30].
The band centred at 1695 cm-1 could have a major contribution of carboxylic
species of the carbon substrate as consequence of the porous structure of PANI.

Figs. 7a-d show the charge-discharge plots of ACC/PANI50, ACC/RGO15PANI50,
ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10. Two voltage stages are observed. The first stage
(from about 0.4 V to -0.1 V) is due to the combination of pure electric double layer and
faradaic capacitances, and the second stage (from -0.1 V to -0.4 V) is associated to pure
electric double layer capacitance, whose discharging duration is shorter. The specific
capacitance for ACC was estimated in 125 F g-1 at a current density of 1 A g-1. Thus, a
54% increase of the specific capacitance was obtained for ACC/RGO15PANI10. The
charge-discharge curves at current densities of 2, 3 and 4 A g-1 demonstrated that the
specific capacitance is mainly based on the current density. In addition, the specific
capacitance is decreased with the increase of the current density. The decrease of the
specific capacitance with the current density for ACC/PANI50 and ACC/RGO15PANI50 is
about 8% while for ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10 it is between 15% and 13%.
This feature suggests that both PANI50 samples exhibit better rate capability

characteristics at high current densities than PANI10 samples since the ions are capable to
diffuse faster into the PANI structure to access the surface of the substrate [12].
Fig. 8 shows the impedance modulus |z| vs. frequency plot for ACC, ACC/RGO15,
ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10. An impedance modulus, |z|, of around 40 Ω was
measured for ACC at the lowest frequency of 0.01 Hz, directly related to the capacitive
reactance. When ACC is coated with RGO and/or PANI, the value of the impedance
modulus decreased significantly. ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10 coatings
presented the best results because of the redox pseudocapacitance of PANI. The resistance
of the samples measured at the highest frequencies (10000 Hz) decreases from 2.8 Ω for
ACC to 0.9, 0.7 and 0.4 Ω for ACC/RGO15, ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10,
respectively. This result indicates, moreover, a good contact between the interface of
ACC and the coated material.
To investigate the cyclic property of ACC, ACC/RGO15, ACC/PANI10 and
ACC/RGO15PANI10, a 1000 cycles stability test was carried out at a current density of 1
A g-1. In Fig. 9, ACC/RGO15 shows an increase of 38% with respect to ACC (124 F g-1)
after 1000 cycles. The curve of stability for ACC/RGO15 is almost a straight line with a
gentle slope which indicates a good cycling performance. The specific capacitance of
ACC/PANI10 decreases sharply between the cycle numbers 400 and 600, to lose 20% of
its initial capacitance (202 F g-1). After that, the values of Cs became constant, and a 78%
of its initial capacitance is retained. The stability curve for ACC/RGO15PANI10 shows a
decay to cycle 500 (13%), maintaining 83% of its initial capacitance after 1000 cycles.
These results indicate good cycling-stability of PANI on both ACC and ACC/RGO15
substrates without detachment of the PANI-coating. A 9% higher capacitance retention

and a smoother stability curve was observed for ACC/RGO15 which could be indicative
of a certain synergetic effect caused by RGO.
In Table. 1, typical values of specific capacitance for graphene-PANI hybrid materials
reported in literature are shown for comparison with those obtained in the present paper
in which the electroactive material appears assembled into a flexible substrate.

3.4. Electrochemical study using a two-electrode symmetric cell configuration
In this section, the electrochemical behavior and performance of different samples were
evaluated in a real capacitor constituted as a two-electrode cell. The CV-curves of the
different samples are shown in Fig. 10a. A regular box-shaped characteristic for an ideal
capacitor with good charge propagation was obtained for ACC and ACC/RGO15. An
increment in the CV-area is observed for ACC/RGO15 which means an about 27%
increment with respect ACC according to charge-discharge curves of the Fig. 10b. These
results are coherent with the charge-discharge curves obtained with the three-electrode
cell in accordance with the equation (2): Cs = 2C where C is the capacitance of the
capacitor (two-electrode cell).
The CV-curves for ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10 show an area between -0.6 V
an 0.6 V related to the redox-processes of PANI. An increment in CV-current is observed
for the ACC/RGO15PANI10 sample which is indicative of the catalytic effect of RGO.
Nevertheless, similar specific capacitances are obtained for ACC/PANI10 and
ACC/RGO15PANI10 according to charge-discharge curves. This could be caused by the
reduction of the pseudo-capacitive contribution of PANI in the charge-discharge curves
for the two electrode-cell configuration. To assess the deliverable performance for reallife applications, the energy and power densities were calculated [41, 42]. The specific
energy density (W h Kg-1) was calculated according to the equation ED = C(ΔV)2/2 where

C is the specific capacitance of the capacitor (two-electrode cell) and ΔV the operating
potential range. The averaged specific power density (W Kg-1) was calculated as PDaverage
= ED/Δt where ED is the specific energy density and Δt the rate of discharge of the cell.
ED-values of 33, 42, 50 and 49.4 W h Kg-1 are obtained for ACC, ACC/RGO15,
ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10 from the charge-discharge curves. These results
are coherent since the energy power is directly proportional to the capacitance. The
PDaverage-values for ACC, ACC/RGO15, ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10 were 990,
997, 986 and 1006 W Kg-1, respectively. Higher values with regard to ACC are obtained
for ACC/RGO15 and ACC/RGO15PANI10. According to the Ragone plot of energy density
vs. power density for various energy-storing devices [43], the results of the present paper
shows PDaverage values of a double-layer capacitor/supercapacitor [50-3000 W Kg-1] with
ED values of batteries [10-1000 W h Kg-1].

4. Conclusions
In this work, the surface of a capacitive textile substrate is modified by using exclusively
an electrodynamic method. ACC/RGO, ACC/PANI and ACC/RGOPANI samples, show
a maximum improvement of 25%, 56% and 61% over the initial specific capacitance of
ACC (about 129 F g-1) and a good response in the 1000 cycles stability tests. It was proven
that the maximum amount of electroactive material that it is possible to synthetize onto
the textile surface to obtain an optimum response depends on the experimental conditions.
The results obtained showed that RGO-coatings modified the PANI-polymerization
process. The adsorption of aniline on RGO-coatings were detected. This adsorbed aniline
was oxidized to obtain PANI. The morphology of the PANI-coating and the
electrochemical properties of ACC and ACC/PANI are also influenced by RGO.

The methodology used in this paper opens a general route for the preparation of capacitive
materials with dimensional versatility and high surface/mass and volume/mass ratios by
electrodynamic methods.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. CV-curves for the synthesis of PANI on a WE recorded in 0.2 M aniline and 1 M
H2SO4 solution at 5 mV s-1.
Fig. 2. Second CV-cycle for the synthesis of RGO on a GCE (3 mm diameter) in 3 g L-1
GO and 0.1 M LiClO4·3H2O solution carried out between (a) -1.6 V to 0.6 V and (b) -1.8
V to 0.6 V at 50 mV s-1.
Fig. 3. (a) and (b) CV-curves for the characterization of a sample of ACC and
ACC/RGO15. The scan rate was 20 mV s-1. (c) and (d) Charge-discharge cycling curves
for ACC and ACC/RGO15 at current densities of 1, 2, 3 and 4 A g-1. (e) FESEM-image
of ACC/RGO15 at 5 Kx.
Fig. 4. (a) and (b) first (i) and stabilized (s) CV-cycles recorded during the
characterization of ACC/PANI50 and ACC/RGO15PANI50 at 20 mV s-1. (c) and (d)
FESEM-images of ACC/PANI50 at 500 x and 15 Kx, respectively. (e) and (f) FESEMimages of ACC/RGO15PANI50 at 500 x and 15 Kx, respectively.

Fig. 5. (a) and (b) first (i) and stabilized (s) CV-cycles recorded during the
characterization of ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10 at 20 mV s-1. (c) and (d)
FESEM-images of ACC/PANI10 at 15 Kx and 50 Kx, respectively. (e) and (f) FESEMimages of ACC/RGO15PANI10 at 15 Kx and 50 Kx, respectively.
Fig. 6. FTIR-plots of ACC and ACC/PANI10. The spectra were recorded at 400 scans and
with a resolution of 4 cm-1.
Fig. 7. Charge-discharge curves at different current densities of 1, 2, 3 and 4 A g-1 for (a)
ACC/PANI50, (b) ACC/RGO15PANI50, (c) ACC/PANI10 and (d) ACC/RGO15PANI10.
Fig. 8. Plot of the impedance modulus |z| vs. frequency for ACC, ACC/RGO15,
ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15PANI10.
Fig. 9. Long cycling stability test of ACC, ACC/RGO15, ACC/PANI10 and
ACC/RGO15PANI10 at a current density of 1 A g-1.
Fig. 10. (a) CV-curves for the characterization of ACC, ACC/RGO15, ACC/PANI10 and
ACC/RGO15 PANI10 at 20 mV s-1. (b) Charge-discharge cycling curves for ACC,
ACC/RGO15, ACC/PANI10 and ACC/RGO15 PANI10 at 1 A g-1. The experiments were
carried out in the two-electrode cell.

Tables
Table. 1. Some examples of specific capacitance-values for graphene-PANI hybrid
materials reported in the literature.

Highlights
A capacitive carbon cloth is modified exclusively by cyclic voltammetry.
RGO/PANI modified cloth presents a 54% improvement in specific capacitance.
Optimum amount of electroactive material is determined.
RGO modifies morphology and electrochemical response of PANI.
A route to obtain capacitive materials with dimensional versatility is opened.

